NOTE:
DRAIN DECK PLATES MEASURES:
230MM (9") SQUARE FOR 50MM (2")
250MM (10") SQUARE FOR 76MM (3")
DRAIN.

STAINLESS STEEL NAILS SHOULD BE
USED OVER THE COPPER DRAIN FLANGE.

1. PD RESIN & FIBERGLASS
2. 2.5 METAL LATH
3. GU80 BASE COAT
4. 3/4 OZ. FIBERGLASS & PD RESIN
5. GU80 TOP COAT
6. GS88 PIGMENTED SEALER

NOTE:
- ENSURE THAT GALVANIZED LATH AND
  STAPLES DO NOT COME IN CONTACT WITH
  COPPER FASCIA METAL.
- ALLOW THE PD RESIN TO DRY BEFORE
  INSTALLING THE PLI-DEK BASE COAT.

GS88 PIGMENTED
SEALER
GU80 TOP COAT
3/4 OZ. FIBERGLASS & PD RESIN
GU80 BASE COAT
2.5 GALVANIZED METAL LATH
PRECOAT COPPER WITH PD RESIN
& FIBERGLASS PRIOR TO LATH AND
BASE COAT

ADJUSTABLE REMOVABLE
DRAIN CAP

SLOPED DECK
STAINLESS STEEL
NAILS
5/8" MIN. EXPOSURE
1 SHEATHING
(3/4" RECOMMENDED)
SLOPE 1/4" PER 12"

SLOPED DECK
STAINLESS STEEL
NAILS

DETAIL-COPPER DECK DRAIN
SCALE: N.T.S.